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The article describes the HzRES model for optimisation of integration ofhydrogen usage with intermittent renewable
energy sources (RES) in island energy systerns, on Porto Santo, the example of an isolated island in Madeira
archipelago. It shorrs that it is possible to increase the penetration of renewable eDergy sources by intmducing a
hydrogen storage component, albeit at a relatively high cost. It compares peak shaving case based on storing excess
wind with one based on storing excess electricity from a combination of solar PV panels and wind turbines. It shows
thaf sigdficant solar component significantly reduces necessary storage and slightly reduces electrolyser component.
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INTRODUCTION

With respect to energy;rroduction, most islands in the Madeira archipelago depend on impor-
tation, mainly of oil and its related products, whereas other islands rely on a weak electricity
grid connection to the mainland. In some cas€s, it is neady impossible to link the islands

to continental European energy networks, makiflg it difficult to implement the solutions to
reduce environmental costs, but at the same time increasing the security of supply to the lwel
necessary to maintain the quality of life and competitiveness of island economies. Owing to
high energy costs, the islands are proving to be excellent test beds for the introduction of new
technologies, and some islands are trying to become so-called renewable islands to satisfy
their energy demand mainly or entirely from indigenous and renewable sources, thus increas-
ing the security of supply and enployment opportunities without necessarily increasing the
costs. Islands that have energy sources like hydro or geothermal can easily integrate them
into the power systerrl but those with mainly intermittent renewable energy sources (RES) are

confronted with the necessity of energy sforage. The most promising technologies are ther-
mal storage, where heat is needed, reversible hydro, where geogaphy allows, and hydrogen
storage in other cases. In addition, in order to ifcrease the efnciencies of the supply systems

of electricity, wat€r and transpofi fuel, fhese could be analysed in an integrated approach.
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The need to provide islands with a framework for future development in renewable energies
was highlighted in the Ernopean Commission's White Paper on renewable energy somces [1],
the United Nations Conference on islands and small island states Q1 and the first European

Conference on island sustainable developmenl The European Island Agenda [3] highlights
'the non-renewable enetgy sources as provisional solutions, inadequate !o solve in the long
term *re energy problems of the islands'.

Tourism is usually one of the most important economic activities in islands. Demand for
energy and water for tourism is higtL mainly during the peak season (summer), when cooling
and water needs are very important Energy production and air conditioning systerns present

low efficiency; fresh water availability and storage are deficient. Tourism is also an activity
that produces significant amounts of waste, which is a big problem in a closed ecosystem such
as an island [4].

The higher penetration of renewable energy soluces in islands is limited by its intermitr€nt
nature, which can only be increased if some kind of energy accumulation is used. A promising
accumulation technology, as first suggested for islands in Ref. [5], is based on storing the
energy inchemicalform-hydrogen-fromwhere itcanberetrievedby afuelcell, orusedfor
other purposes.

Dimensioning the components of such a syster& including renewable enerry intermittent
source, electrolyser, hydrogen storage and a fuel cell, which can be srrccessfully integrated in
the island powsr syster& and he$ securing the supply, is not an easy task. As ttre intermittence
of a renewable source has a dffierent pattern from the intemrittence of fhe load, and when
both are of the same order of magnitude, it is very hard to use the statistic approach with load
duration and Weibull curves. It is necessary to model the system on horn per hour basis, during
the representative year. For energy planning, it is necessary to run a model over rhe planning
horizon, usually 1f30 yean.

The conventional planning [ools, like Energy and Power Evalualion hogram (ENPEP),

cannot be used in such situations, and several new energy-planning tools are being dweloped.
EnergyPlan [6, 7], for example, is well adjusted for decentralised power generation, and it also

integrates heat demand into the model, enabling rhe optimisation of combined heat and power
generation, which already detvers neady 507o of power to the Danish syst€m. It also int€grates

other intermittent resources and optimises different strategies [o treat the power excess. On
the other hand, it does not treat hydro resource, water demand, hydrogen demand, reversible
hydro, hydrogen storage, batteries and other specifics of the isolated power sysf€ms. On the

other hand, HOMER is designed specificany for small isolated power systems and although it
allows for grid connection and has some of the required technologies, it still lacks reversible
hydro and water demand treafinents, which is the cheapest way to store energy in those islands

where potential is there [8]. There are also models that contain more precise physical models

of some technologies, like Hydrcgems [9], but they also lack hydro resource, reversible hydro
stor:rge and water demand, among others, and for the purpose of energy planning it is not
necessary to go into conversion detail, besides the necessary level; although when it comes to
component dimensioning, it might be beneficial.

H2RES Mdel

The H2RES model [10] is based on an hourly time series analysis of water, electricity and

hydrogen demands, wind potential, solar irradiation and precipitation. The wind module uses

the wind velociry data, typrcally from the meteorological sration, at 10 m height, and adjusts

ttrem to the wind turbines hub's level, and, for a given choice of wind turbines, convefis fhe

velocities to the total potential wind ouEut Ew,p* for a given hour. The solar module converts
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the total radiation on thehorizontal surface, obtained typically fromthe meteorological station,
to the inclined surface, and tlpn to electrical potential output Epv,po,. The hydro module takes
into account the precipitation data typically from the nemest meteorological station and water
collection area, and evaporation data, based on the reservoir free surface, to predict the water
net inflow into the reservoir, but is not used in this example, as Podo Santo has no hydro
potential. Load module, based on a given criteriLa for the maximum acceptable renewable
electricity in *re power systerL puts a part or all of wind and solar outputs into *re system
and discards tle rest of the renewable output. The excess renewable electricity is then eittrer
stored as hydrogen, pumped water or electricity in batteries, or made available for some non-
time critical use, or rejected. The energy that is stored can be retrieved later and supplied to
the system as electricity. The rest is covered from diesel blocks. The model can also optimise
the supply of water and hydrogen demand.

The hornly load of the power system has to be obtained from the local utility. This data
is usually represented as so-called load duration flrves (LDC), in which load is sorted by
mapitude instead of time. This approach, so well suited for conventional energy planning,
cannot be used well with intermittent sources when they represent signiflcant part of the
system, which is the case of small islands with higher RES peneration. As the renewable

sources, combined wind and PY will give in any hour output, i.e. between 0 and maximum
installed, which can be higher rhan the total load, the amount of renewable taken by the power
system can only be calculated comparing those values on houdy bases. The actual systenl
if installed, will have to make decisions on a rnrch shorter timescale, but for dimensioning
puq)oses, hourly periods will represent the real situation reasonably well, because the solar
radiation, load and wind usually do not have abrupt changes on the smaller scale. The load
module of HzRES model based on a given houdy wind limit, accounts for the renewable

electricity taken by ttre grid, and the excess is available for storage, desalination or some other
kind of dump load. The still unsupplied load will be matched either from storage or from
diesel engines. If there were hydro turbines installeq they would be first called upon if there is
enough water stored in the upper reservoir. Fuel cells are called upon next, and batteries only
if all others fail to cover all the demand. If the rest of the load is under the technical minimum
of the smallest diesel block, diesel block will be set on technical minimunr, and power coming
from other sources will be reduced. The demand is supplied as follows:

Eboa:81,1 * E7 *Erc * Ebor,o* - Ep- Eg- Es6,i1,* 89, (1)

where E7, ^8es and Eaa,orrt are the outputs from the hydro urrbines, the fuel cells and the

batteries, whereas Ep, Ed, E6a,ia are the energy consumed by pumping water, electrolysing
water and charging batteries, respectively. Ep is the ouput of the diesel blocks in use at thal
momenL

The interfiriftentrenewableelectricity taken by the systern, 81,1, is definedby the intermittent
limit that can be taken by ttre grid gt, and tlre intermittent po[ential, E1oo1:

E1,, = Mlrr(gtEwua, Et,pn),

where internrittent potential is a sum of wind and solar PV potentials:

Et,p6': Ew,p* * Epv,po.

The total intermittent potential will be either taken by the system

electrolyser or stored in batteries, and the rest will be rejected:

(3)

or used in pumps, by
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(2)

(4tEt,por: Et,t* Ep* Er1 * E56,i1,* Ey-
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Pumps should only workin their optimalpoing whereas the electrolyser should notbe turned

of and on frequently. The power of each block and swirch on time will be a constraint to
intermittent energy slorage.

The storage module can be based on an electrolysing unit with hydrogen storage unit and a

fuel cell, or a hydro pumping storage, or a reversible fuel cell or batteries. The input into the

storage system is limited with the chosen power of electrolyser, pumps or batteries chargrng

capacity; so the renewable excess power that is even superfluous to the storing facility, or
cannot be taken to fhe storage system because fhe storage is full, has to be dumped or rejected.

In islands, there is often also the need for desalination of seawarer, which might be a good

destination of dumped load, water pumps, or refrigerarion units.
The storing facility is working with certain storage efficiency, which is around 50-80Vo

for the electrolyser, pg1, around 70Vo for pumping and 9AVo for batteries. The electrolyser
is expected to produce hydrogen at a suitable pressure for storage, avoiding the need for
compression. The storage vessel and fhe electrolyser output pressure limit tlte storage c apacity.

The upper reservoir volume, and fhe maximum volume of water available for pumping in the

lower reservoir, limit the amounr of water fhat can be pumped, and the capacity of ttre batteries

is givenby theproducer. Themaximumvolume of fhe waferavailable forpumping in thelower
reservoir should be set as ttre mtal water volume stored in the lower reservoir, which can be

infinite if the lower reservoir is the sea or can be set taking into account the needs of the water

supply systerq if fhe water storage is also used for that prrpose.

The stored hydrogen can be retrieved at any momenl either for use in starionary fuel cell
or for mobile uses; so, it can possibly serve as a stepping-stone in converting even transport

to hydrogen. The fuel cell, with its given efficiency, ps6, around SAVo, can use the hydrogen
from storage, and produce elecricity that will be supplied to the grid. A small fuel cell unit
can be controlled by the grid, but a bigger one will need to have frequency and voltage control.
It can only spend as much hydrogen as there is in storage, and is output cannot surpass the

load of the power syst€m at any single moment.
The water stored in the upper reservoir can be refieved at any moment, either for use in

turbines or wat€r supply. The turbine facility, wittt its given efficiency of around 70Vo, can

use the water from the upper reservoir, produce electricity that will be supplied to the grid,

and fill the lower reservoir. The trnbine generator will typically have ftequency and voltage
control, and might often have an output conEol. It can only use as mrrch'water as there is in
the upper reservoir, and its ouq)ut cannot surpass the load of the power syst€nl at any single
moment.

In order w fwrly assess fhe hydrogen economy, ttre hydrogen stock difference between

tlre beginning and the end of the yearly period should be negligible. In order to satisff this
condition, the stock u the beginning of the year should approach the stock at the end of
the year.

The energy accumulated in hydrogen storage in hour n is:

Dn nn r EYa
L'L : t;'L - Enwa* ll"rEd, (5)d2 n2 

Frc

which satisfie.s conditions that the hydrogen stored must be in the range between empty and

fuIl. In addition, the fuel cell will not be allowed to work in case that hydrogen sttrage stores

less than hydrogen needed to supply hydrogen load for a set number ofhours fpr."":

EE . tlz"e"EHiloud =+ Erc = 0. (6)

This was just a basic description of the HzRES model, mainly of the modules used in
this aaicle.
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PORTO SANTO AS A SUSTA.INABLE COMMUNITY

Amongst other European islands, Porto Santo, the smaller inhabited island of the Madeira
archipelago, Po,rtugal, has decided to become a sustainable community, tapping into renewable
energy resources, and trying to achieve the stafils of a 1007o renewable island. It is a challenge
owing to its isolation from grid connection and its lack of hydro resources. In its unique
position of having only intermittent renewables available and no potential for reversible hydro
and grid connection, it has been decided to take the most advanced path of hydrogen storage.

A fluctuating population, due to the primarily tourism-driven economy, vuying ftom 5500
to 13,000 has put enorrnous strains on the island utilities, especially the water and electricity
production that has to be designed for the summer peak needs. The final energy demand per
sector is given in Figure I for year 2000, showing the great relevance of transporl

The power system consists of a thermal power plant with two diesel-fired 3.5MW engine
blocks and three oil-fired 3.4MW blocks, and a wind park with two 225kW Vestas wind
tmbines and one 660kW Vestas wind ftrbine, which was added in December 2000 U1l.
Currently, operating 17MW of therrral power and l.lMW of wind power was satisfying
a demand of 29.8GWh which was covered by T|.4GWb of thermal production and
ZAGWh of wind production tl1l in 2NLThe annual peak reached 5.4MW in year 2000,
growing at an annual rate of 20Vo. \\e base load, during out of season nights, is around

2MW tlll.
As the base load is only double the wind potential presently installed, in the situation when

load is low, the wind is good and wind turbines nny operate at the full power, there is more
wind electricity entering the system (up to 1.1 MW) than the level that is generally considered
acceptable, around 30Vo of the ntal.

In 2000, Porto Santo road transportconsumed zn4tffi, of fuel, which correspondstoTi%o
of ttre total spent in transport in ttre island (3028 toe) and almost 4OVo of all primary energy

conzumed (5761 toe). The number of vehiclss has been growing fast in the last years in the

whole archipelago, especially private-owned vehicles, ttranks to the increase in
wealth of local communities and the great development in road .tccesses. The total number of
vehicles was growing at an annual rate of *5Vo dwing the 1988-199 period and about9%o

during 1998 and 1999 Uzl. The land transport sector alone, which globally represents 5070

l8r
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FIGURE 1 Pcr[o Santo final energy distributiol in 2000 by secto
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FIGURE 3 Fuel consumption for road tmnsport demand scenario and tons of oil equivalent.

of the demand for final energy (for Porto Santo it conesponds to 537o), dotbled consurnption
between 1991 and 2000.

Based on a hypothesis of regional development, national and European orientations, inter-
national markets of energl products, technological progress and environmental aspects, three
scenarios (high, low and altemative) were constructed for the energy sector development in
the Madeira region, as described in Ref. [12]. The values presented here for the demand are

based on the high development scenario forecasts, and it is assumed that Porto Santo will
show the same evolution as the Madeira region as a whole. The forecasB can then be used for
medium-range planning on the energy sector.

Theyearly electricity demandgrowthrateis expectedtobe 87o duringthe2000-2005 period
and7%o ilting200G2010period. This means thatPorto Santo'sproduction will increase from
25.2GWh in 2000 to 37.0GWh in 2005 and to 51.9 GWh in 2010 (Fie. 2). If the yearly peak

follows the same growth rare, it will increase from 5.4 [o 8 VIW in 2005 and to 1 1.1 MW in
2010 (Figure 2).

For tlre high scenario, the yeuly growth rate for fuel demand for road transport is assumed

robe 8% during ttre period 200f2005 andTVo for the period 2WGZ0I0 (Figure 3).

PEAK SHAVINGAS TI{E FIRST STEP

Elecuicity generated from intermittent renewable technologies, like wind turbines or solar
panels, will not generally follow the pattern of load of the isolared power system. Depending
on the quality of the control of such equipment installed, there are limits to its momentaneous
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peneration. With wind equipment that was usually installed in rhe islands in 1990s, such
momentaneous penetration should generally not cross the 50Vo limit, allowing for IV2.OVo

yanly penenadon ra[e in case of average to excellent wind. Crossing the 50Vo limit could
shut down the power systetrl so it is inadmissible. As in the powsr system, fhere is a need
to balance output and load b every time step and there is no way to treat the excess output.

One way is to have extra load, which will be tumed on when needed, like pumps, deferable
load, or some kind of storagg af,d another way is not to produce the power in the first place.

Active output control is a norrnal procedure for generator blocks, which will deliver any output
needed between its minimum (3W50%) and rraximum outputs. Wind urbines usually do not
have active output control following the load, as they were designed to produce tiny outputs

compared with continental power sysfem. However, in islands it counts. There is, of course, a

blunter tool to manually shut down wind turbines, when necessaty.

This article researches the storage path, converting the excess of wind or solar electricity to
hydrogen, and using the hydrogen later on for peak shaving, or possibly for transport means.

Tbking hold of numces of peak shaving would enable to accelerate the path to significant
increase of penetration of the renewable sources in isolated island power systerns.

In order to compare peak shaving wirh hydrogen storage, between wind only (case 3) and

wind and solar (case 5) renewable energy sources, the goal set was to have approximately
similm ratios of electricity coming from fuel cell, 'l.Vo on yearly basis. In both cases, the direct
renewable hourly output to grid was limited tn 307o of the system load, to be on the safe side
qf SAVo momentaneous intcrmittent limit.

Those two scenaxios were compared with the baseline scenario (case L), the one that could be
considered a best conservalive economically viable scenario, whilst maximising the renewable
peneff,ation. Wind energy can now be considered economically viable on islands, when not
surpassing certain limit of penetration, taken here to be3AVo on houdy basis. The wind case

will have increased wind onbines capacrty, and the wind-solar case will keep wind as in
baseline, and the solar PV will be increased as necessary. All the cases will have a limit to

ioi""J
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FIGURE 4 Co'mpaison of demand srryply per techmloglr in different cases of 30% inermittent limit for the year
mta.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of components installed in different cases of 3O9o intermiffent limit fbr the year 2010.

iejected interminent electricity of l}Vo, which is reasonable on economical grounds, but is
not solving technical problems of excess intermittent power.

In addition, a case (case 7) of fuelling three shuttle vans by hydrogen (40,000km/
shuale/year,0.05 kgH2/shuttle/year,2$AkgH2/shuale/year) was tested in conjunction wirh
a wind peak shaving scenario. In order to have reasonable security of supply of hy&ogen for
shutfle, there has to be one month transport operation reserve (as the stationary use can be
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backed up with a diesel engine). \Vhen the hydrogen falls under thatleve\ stationery fuel cell
will not be used.

These cases differ in technologies installed, regarding both generation and possibility of
storage of surplus energy. Figure 4 shows demand supply per technolory, installed power and

storage capacity that should be installed for each scenario in rhe year 2010.
Compared with thebaseline, Figwe4, peakshaving scenarios willincreasedircctrenewable

penetxafion from l,LVo ta ITVo in case of same yearly excess permitted. This is due to much
better handling of intermittent peaks, which can be stored now.

The corrparison of peak shaving wind or solar in Figure 5 shows ttrat by installing a

convenient power ofphotovoltaic panels, we can reduce the hydrogen storage to 1/5 (elec-

trolyser power also decreased, although not as significantly), while keeping the fuel cell at
the same value, and still increase the overall renewable penetration to a small extent. This is
because the intermittence of the solar potential is smaller (daily periodiciry) dran the inter-
mittence of wind (flve-day periodicity in this case), and so the storage is filled up more
regularly.

When the three shuttle vans are added, the signiflcant increase in hydrogen storage and

electrolyser is apparent due to fhe increase in security ofsupply condition for transporg which
is more than due to increase of hydrogen load.

The peak shaving will also have consequences to the diesel blocks, as shown in Figure 6,

by decreasing the wear of those units.

CONCLUSIONS

Peak shaving by hydrogen storage would reduce the diesel generators wear and increase the

renewable penetration significantly. The best combination of wind and solar installed power

depends on the relative cost of hydrogen storage and solar PV panels, as utilisation of solar

resource for peak shaving reduces hydrogen stonlge by 8O%. The model was developed to
simulate demands pertinent to the island systern, water, power and hydrogen for transport,

using available renewable resources and potential storage technologies, in order to increase

the penetration of renewable energy, security of supply and sustainability of development of
islands and isolated regions.
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